How to get to the Josef Schneider Strasse student residence from Würzburg station

Once out of the Würzburg main train station, you have to go left towards the tram station.

The tram station is very small and it is only one stop actually. When you arrive at the tram station you will find a screen with the timetables of the next trams that are about to arrive. You have to take a tram in the direction of "Grombühl". You can take tram number 1 or 5, it doesn't matter.
At the stop there will be a machine to buy the tram ticket and you can select a language other than German (also English). You will have to select “single ticket adult” and pay 2.50€ with cash or credit card. You do not need to validate your ticket.

Once you get on the tram, you have to stay there until the R. Koch Straße stop (press the red button to book the stop). Get off at this stop and go right to the end of the street. Then turn left and walk up to the dormitory.